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Opportuni es with SQL Server 
Dear Customers and Friends, 
 
In the past months, the Agriso  Systems devel‐
opment team has started working on our long‐
planned migra on of the OMP back‐end data‐
base to SQL Server. From a user’s perspec ve, 
the move to a different database might seem like 
a purely technical thing, because in itself it does 
not immediately add or change the features of 
the OMP applica on. However, the more power‐
ful capabili es of SQL Server do actually open up 
many exci ng possibili es for future develop‐
ment that I would like to take a brief look at. 
 
The most obvious direct advantage of moving to 
SQL Server from the current Access‐based 
backend is the simple fact that SQL Server is ca‐
pable of handling far larger datasets efficiently. 
More precisely, Microso  Access is limited to an 
overall file size of 2 GB whereas SQL Server offers 
different configura ons that can be scaled up 
almost without limit, given suitable hardware. 
Improved data collec on techniques with mod‐
ern technology such as smartphone apps like 
OMP Field Survey, drones, automa c sensors 
etc. mean that it is now feasible to regularly col‐
lect much larger volumes of data than even a 
few years ago. An average OMP‐using planta on 
of about 5,000 ha carrying out regular pest and 
disease, black bunch count and field upkeep sur‐
veys as well as daily produc on data recording 
can easily add thousands of new records a day to 
the OMP database. This volume will only in‐
crease in the coming years when data collec on 
and analysis on a palm‐by‐palm level will be‐
come commonplace. With the migra on to SQL 
Server, we have made the necessary step to be 

able to cope with these 
increased data volumes 
in the future. 
 
The migra on to SQL 
Server will help to im‐
prove accessibility to the 
data. One aspect is that 
many third‐party applica‐

ons can connect more 
easily to SQL Server than to Access data files. 
This can be useful in par cular for mul ‐pla orm 
business intelligence applica ons such as Power‐
BI. Furthermore, SQL Server can be used to host 
data for a web repor ng interface, for example 
via the so‐called Repor ng Services. This opens 
up possibili es of making the most important 
OMP reports accessible over the web in a 
pla orm‐independent manner, so that e.g. man‐
agers could quickly pull down the most im‐
portant reports on their smartphone. Of course, 
this requires a suitable data hos ng set up with 
an OMP web‐server accessible via public internet 
connec ons. 
 
Another advantage of SQL Server is that it is far 
more suited to the challenges of running OMP as 
a mul ‐user applica on. In large scale oil palm 
planta ons it is clear that the OMP data must be 
shared and made available to many users, and 
that data may also be edited by different users at 
different loca ons. This means that a central 
server (or at least a central file repository for da‐
ta files) is required, which can be accessed by all 
users. In this context, one of the biggest chal‐
lenges for us is the fact that due to unreliable 
network infrastructure OMP must be capable of 
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running as an “occasionally‐connected applica‐
on”.  This means that we cannot rely on users 

having a perpetual connec on to the central serv‐
er. Instead, it should be possible for users to work 
with OMP and edit data on their local machine 
and then synchronize with the central server as 
required. SQL Server includes various compo‐
nents and features which can help in this regard, 
and we are excited to explore the new possibili‐

es. 
 
The last big topic I would like to men on here is 
“machine learning”. Machine learning is a form of 
ar ficial intelligence in which large data sets are 
scanned and analyzed by a computer algorithm, 
in order to build a model that can be used to pre‐
dict future outcomes. SQL Server provides sup‐
port for some of the most important languages 
and frameworks used for modern machine learn‐
ing approaches, and as described above is also 
capable of storing the required large data sets. 
Machine learning is ideally suited to complex sys‐
tems such as oil palm planta ons, in which there 
are many different factors which can affect out‐
put parameters. This complexity makes it hard or 
almost impossible for humans to manually build 

universally valid explicit models or equa ons to 
describe and predict future evolu on. The ex‐
ci ng possibili es of such approaches are almost 
limitless. To name just two obvious examples, 
one could try to predict yield responses to vari‐
ous factors (e.g. clima c changes or pest events), 
or one could predict palm responses to different 
fer lizer inputs. 
 
As you can imagine, the data migra on itself is a 
lot of work and offers many technical challenges. 
As with any significant migra on of this type, it is 
difficult to predict where problems may appear, 
especially as we as a team have to familiarize 
ourselves with the differences between SQL 
Server and our “conven onal” Access coding 
techniques. The topics men oned in this ar cle 
are not meant to be a list of planned addi ons 
for the next release – but as you can see there 
are fascina ng possibili es and we are excited to 
explore the possibili es of how we can use the 
new features to improve and add to OMP. 
 
Yours sincerely,  
 
Max Kerstan 
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Monitoring fer lizer applica on with OMP  
Feature 

Thomas Fairhurst1 and Max Kerstan2 

For most managers and owners of oil palm plan‐
ta ons, fer liza on is high up on the list of most 
important topics when aiming to increase 
produc vity and profitability. The reasons for 
this are fairly obvious, with fer lizers playing a 
crucial role in achieving high yields on typical 
soils while at the same me accoun ng for the 
majority of the variable costs of produc on [1]. 
 
The general problem of maintaining good palm 
nutri on can be broken down into two rather 
separate sub‐problems. First of all, it is necessary 
to decide how much and which types of fer lizer 
to apply to each block. Due to the long lifespan 
of oil palms and the large areas under cul va‐

on, there is o en significant in‐field variability 
in the nutrient requirements, so that a generic 
‘blanket approach’ to recommenda ons is not 
favoured. There is no fixed universally accepted 
algorithm for the best way to calculate fer lizer 
requirements, but almost all approaches rely on 
evalua ng relevant field data for each block. De‐
pending on the approach used, the formulae or 
applica on rules typically take into account data 
on leaf and rachis nutrient levels but may also 
use various other suppor ng data including the 
results of factorial fer lizer experiments, soil 
analysis results, vegeta ve growth data, produc‐

on data and field upkeep scores. Genera ng, 
analysing and modifying a set of fer lizer recom‐
menda ons is not a trivial exercise, but with the 
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OMP Fer lizer Planner the OMP suite contains a 
powerful applica on custom‐built to help with 
this task. 
 
Due to the fact that fer lizer recommenda ons 
affect the size and distribu on of fer liza on 
budgets, o en counted in millions of dollars, a 
lot of a en on is o en focussed on genera ng 
the best possible fer lizer recommenda ons. As 
there is no standardized universal algorithm, the 
algorithm used is o en a hotly debated topic. 
However, it is very important to keep in mind 
that having the right fer lizer recommenda ons 
is only half the job: it is at least as important to 
ensure that fer lizer is really being applied in the 
field in the correct manner following the agreed 
doses. Otherwise, falling leaf nutrient levels may 
only reflect incorrect applica on of previous rec‐
ommenda ons rather than problems with the 
recommenda ons themselves. Planta on and 
field managers must ensure that the correct 
amounts of fer lizer have been ordered and de‐

1 
Tropical Crop Consultants Limited, 26 Oxenturn Road, Wye, 
Kent, TN25 5BE   www.tropcropconsult.com   
frond17@tropcropconsult.com   +44 1233 811873 

2 
Agriso  Systems, Jl Prisma 66 A, Pojok, Yogyakarta 55283, Indo‐
nesia5BE   www.agriso ‐systems.com   max.kerstan@agriso ‐
systems.com   +62 274 882606  
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livered on me, and that sufficient storage, 
transporta on and labour capaci es are availa‐
ble to carry out the fer lizer applica on as rec‐
ommended. This, in par cular, means that ming 
of fer lizer applica on must be planned appro‐
priately, possibly to avoid peak crop months 
(where there is typically a shortage of labour) 
and to take into account climate effects (avoiding 
excessively wet and/or dry months depending on 
the fer lizer to be applied). As most fer lizer ap‐
plica on in oil palm planta ons is s ll carried out 
by hand, field workers must also be given clear 
instruc ons regarding the fer lizer doses to be 
applied per palm, calibrated cups to measure 
fer lizer for each palm, and how and where each 
type of fer lizer is to be spread. Finally, field 
managers should carry out checks of randomly 
selected blocks a er fer lizer applica on to con‐
firm that the tasks were carried out correctly and 
according to standard opera ng procedures. 
 
OMP contains a set of features to support the 
en re process from start to finish. As already 
men oned above, the OMP Fer lizer Planner 

applica on provides a powerful tool for gener‐
a ng fer lizer recommenda ons by se ng nutri‐
ent target applica on rates for each block, based 
on available data in OMP, and then op mizing 
the fer lizer amounts to meet nutrient targets 
and minimize costs. Once recommenda ons are 
finalized, OMP contains a number of reports and 
forms which can be used to view the recommen‐
da ons in tonnes at different spa al levels rang‐
ing from block to estate (Figure 1). These reports 
are par cularly useful at the start of the year for 
managers to place fer lizer orders with suppliers 
and to plan for storage, transporta on and labor 
requirements over the year. 
 
At the start of each month, field managers 
should review in detail which fer lizers they 
need to apply in the given month and to which 
blocks. OMP contains dedicated reports with the 
relevant informa on that can be printed out and 
distributed to field managers or even field work‐
ers. For example, the report shown in Figure 2 
displays all the relevant informa on for field 
managers and field staff, including a list of blocks 

Figure 1: Monthly fer lizer requirements in tons 
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which need to be fer lized in the current month, 
the applica on dosage in kg/p and the number 
of bags of fer lizer required for each block. As an 
aside, it is important that the fer lizer recom‐
menda ons are formulated in such a way that 
they are ‘easy’ for field staff to apply. In prac ce 
this means that per‐palm recommenda ons 
should be mul ples of a certain fixed cup size, so 

that workers only need to ensure that they have 
applied the correct number of cups at each palm. 
For example, the recommenda ons in Figure 2 
have kg/p values that are mul ples of 0.5 kg/p, 
so it would be easy for workers to fulfil them us‐
ing 0.5 kg cups. In par cular, it makes li le prac‐

cal sense to try to calculate fer lizer recom‐
menda ons ‘to the last gramme’ using overly 
complicated formulae when the input data such 
as leaf analysis results typically have limited ac‐
curacy and the results must anyway be rounded 

into prac cal steps at the end. Rounding accord‐
ing to user‐defined cup sizes is automa cally 
built‐in when using the OMP Fer lizer Planner. 
 
Field managers or work team supervisors should 
carefully record where fer lizer applica on was 
carried out. For example, the report shown in 
Figure 2 could be printed and then each row 

could be signed off with a date and informa on 
on the number of bags used. Alterna vely, OMP 
provides a dedicated data collec on report 
shown in Figure 3 that displays the recommen‐
da ons for each month and provides space to fill 
in the actual applied amounts as the work is car‐
ried out.  
 
Printed out at the start of the year and pinned 
up in field offices, this kind of report provides a 
useful overview of the fer lizer programme that 

Figure 2: Monthly fer lizer recommenda on report by block 
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is scheduled for the coming months as well as a 
developing record of what has already been ap‐
plied during the year. The data on the actual fer‐

lizer applica on must be entered into the OMP 
database at the latest at the end of every month. 
At higher management levels, for example for 
division and estate managers who are responsi‐
ble for thousands of hectares, si ing through 
detailed block‐level reports can be tedious. How‐
ever, OMP provides suitable tools also to recon‐
cile actual fer lizer applica on with recommen‐
da ons at all spa al levels. Data analysis forms 
such as the form shown in Figure 4 show the da‐

Figure 3: OMP Fer lizer data collec on report 

ta of the selected month as well as the accumu‐
lated year to date values and also allow for filter‐
ing and sor ng directly on the form. This is a very 
powerful feature as it makes it easy to directly 
focus on those blocks where fer lizer applica on 
is running behind recommenda ons, allowing 
management to take suitable correc ve ac on. 
 
Finally, it is usually good prac ce to carry out 
randomized checks in blocks in which fer liza on 
has been reported as ‘completed’, to ensure that 
everything was carried out correctly. The OMP 
Field Survey app is ideally suited to this, as it al‐
lows managers to define a suitable survey type 
and then easily record data using their 
smartphone as they walk through and inspect a 
block. Typical things to look at might include 
whether fer lizer was really applied in the whole 
block (especially in remote, hard‐to reach sec‐

ons far from roads), whether the correct 
amounts were applied as recommended and 
whether the fer lizer was applied in the correct 
place. Figure 5 shows a simple OMP‐FS survey 
with yes/no ques ons, but addi onal survey 
ques ons can be defined using more detailed 
scoring if desired. With OMP‐FS, data surveyed in 
the field using the smartphone can be geocoded, 

Figure 4: Fer lizer reconcilia on form 
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and data collected at individual points in a block 
is automa cally summarized and aggregated to 
block level and above. It is furthermore easy do 
define ‘thresholds’ for acceptable limits of any 
kind of aggregated results, in order to more easi‐
ly focus on ‘offender’ blocks where thresholds 
have been violated. In the sample survey of Fig‐
ure 5, it would for example be possible to count 
a block as an ‘offender’ if there was no fer lizer 
applied at all in 2% or more of surveyed points in 
the block, or if the fer lizer amount was incor‐

Figure 5: Sample survey in OMP Field Survey to 
check fer liza on 

rect in 5% or more of surveyed points in the 
block. If desired, point survey data can be ex‐
ported to a mapping so ware such as MapInfo 
or ArcGIS to provide point maps of loca ons 
where incorrect fer liza on was found. 
 
As outlined in this ar cle, fer liza on is one of 
the most cri cal topics for oil palm planta ons 
and the challenge does not only consist of devis‐
ing suitable fer lizer recommenda ons. Instead, 
it is equally important to ensure that fer lizer is 
applied correctly in the field (the Four Rs: the 
right fer lizer in the right quan ty at the right 

me in the right place), and that problems are 
spo ed swi ly so that management can arrange 
correc ve ac on. OMP provides a wide range of 
tools to help with every step in the process – 
make sure you harness the full power of these 
tools to ensure you are ge ng the best value for 
money out of your costly fer lizer purchases. 
 
[1] Fairhurst, T., Kerstan, M. and Memenga, N. (2015) 
Use of a ‘glass‐box’ computerized decision support 
tool (CDST) for the prepara on of fer lizer recom‐
menda ons in oil palm planta ons, h p://
www.agriso ‐systems.com/wp‐content/uploads/
Papers/BCFertPlanner20150909v1_1s.pdf 
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From the developers desk 
A selec on of the on‐going developments and plans which are part of our constant efforts to con nue 
to improve Agriso  products. 

• Add support for iOS smartphones and 
tablets 

• Op on for NFC chip scanning in addi on 
to QR 

• Free text entry ques ons 
• Add point type „palm row“ 
• Implement templates for survey types/

ques ons which can be exported/
imported between different OMP 
installa ons 

• Allow using the survey date in 
expressions, allow expression data type 
date 

OMP Field Survey improvements 

• Be er analysis of historical produc on by 
land class, to review yield poten als 

• Ac ve filtering instead of reloading on 
ac vate for more responsive program 

• Arbitrary number of series on yield by age 
and parameter chart 

• Addi onal subgrouping op ons for 
monthly/YTD yield chart 

• Addi onal fer lizer rela ve agronomic 
effec veness (RAE) field for Nitrogen 

• More details on vegeta ve growth data 
analysis forms 

OMP data analysis features 
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• Be er way of applying version updates to 
data files, with no need for manually 
impor ng data from the previous version 

• User configura on se ngs saved in 
config files so that se ngs are not lost 
when upda ng OMP 

OMP update process 


